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ABSTRACT 
This paper uses the theory of the Jordan canonical form for a matrix and the 
theory of orthogonal sums of isometries in metric vector spaces (quadratic spaces) in 
order to prove a theorem on the factorization of involutions in the orthogonal groups 
of metric vector spaces over fields of characteristic two. Using this theorem, a 
classification scheme for such involutions is devised. This scheme is similar to the 
scheme for involutions when the field is of characteristic not equal to two. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A metric vector space V over a field k of characteristic two is a finite 
dimensional vector space equipped with a quadratic form Q. An isometry of 
V is a linear automorphism of V which preserves Q. The group of all 
isometries of V, O(V), is called the orthogonal group. In this paper we will 
study the classification of involutions of 0 (V) by proving a factorization 
theorem. 
The terminology and notation to be used is that of Snapper and Troyer 
[5], with suitable modifications to take in char k = 2. Theorems which are 
common to both char k = 2 and char k # 2 will be used without proof. 
Q induces on V a symmetric bilinear form B given by B (X, Y) = Q (X + 
Y)+ Q(x)+ Q(Y). 13 will be utilized in the manner that Snapper and 
Troyer use their inner product, and Q(X) will correspond to X2. Hence we 
use the term null to refer to the vanishing of Q. The defect of a space V, 
D (V), is V n V*, and the radical of V, Rad( V), is the set of all null vectors in 
D(V). It is well known that a non-defective space has even dimension (see, 
e.g., [3]). A non-d f t e ec ive space of dimension 2n with a null subspace of 
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dimension n is called Artinian. Most of the relevant theorems about Artinian 
spaces proved by Snapper and Troyer carry over to char k =2. For proofs 
refer to Chevalley [2]. 
We shall assume throughout that V is a non-defective metric vector 
space over k, a field of characteristic two. 
2. RESITLTS 
Before stating our principal results, two definitions are needed. 
DEFINITION . If X is a non-null vector, the symmetry with respect to X 
is the isometry r given by r~= Y+ [ B(x,Y)/()(x)].x. 
It should he noted that this is the analog to a symmetry for char kf2, 
and the symmetry with respect to X is often denoted by T*. 
DEFINITION . Let 7: V+V be an involution in 0 (V), and let A be an 
Artinian s&space of dimension 4. T is called a basic null involution in A if 
and only if the following are true: 
(i) 7 leaves A invariant. 
(ii) The fixed space of rlA is a 2-dimensional null subspace of A. 
(iii) T]A* = 1. 
There is no char 52 analog for a basic null involution. 
We are now able to state our main theorem and an important corollary. 
THEOREM A. Let 7 E 0 (V) he an isometry. T is cm involution if and 
only if 7 = ~~7~7~. . . rs where exuctly one of the following is true: 
(a) end1 T, is N symmetry with respect to (I non-null vector xi, and the 
&‘.s ure mutually orthogowl. 
(b) each TV is (I h&c null involution in some Ai, cmd the Ai’s we 
mutually orthogonal. 
The number S and the kind of involution (symmetry or basic null involution) 
occurring in such a factorization are both uniqne. 
COROLLARY. Let 7 = T1T2. . . 7s and u= u102. . . uI he two involutions in 
0 (V) factored (1s in Theorem A. u and T we conjugate only if S = t and the 
kind of involutions occurring are the swne. 
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This corollary leads us to propose that an involution r = ri~a. * . 7s (as 
factored in Theorem A) be called of null kind if each ri is a basic null 
involution, and of symmetric kind if each r is a symmetry. The number S 
may be called the type of 7. A symmetric involution of type S corresponds 
precisely with an involution of type S if char k # 2. This language enables us 
to restate the Corollary in the following way. 
COROLLARY. Two involutions in 0 (V) are conjugate only if they have 
both the same kind and type. 
It should be noted that the “only if” part of Theorem A is trivial. 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The following useful facts can be shown by direct computation. 
(1) If r is an isometry of V and r2= 1, the only blocks which can occur in 
a Jordan matrix for r are [l] and I ’ [ 1 1 1 0 1 . Also if 7 # 1, at least one [ 1 0 1 
must occur. 
(2) If r is any isometry and X, Y are vectors such that rX = X, TY = X + Y, 
then Q(X)=B(X,Y). [Proof: Q(Y)=Q(rY), so Q(Y)=Q(X+Y)=Q(X) 
+Q(Y)+B(X,Y); henceO=Q(X)+B(X,Y).] 
(3) If X is fixed by an isometry r and Y E Im(r + l), then XI Y. 
(4) If X E V and XI Y for all Y in some basis for V, then X E D (V). 
(5) X-L X for all X E V. 
We will denote the fixed space of an isometry by H,. 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a non-defective plane over k, and let T E O(V). 
Then r is an involution if and only if 7 = T~ for some X E P. 
Proof. T # 1, so there is a basis for P (X, Y) such that TX = X, TY = X + Y. 
Using (4) and (2), we find T = TV. n 
LEMMAS. T is a basic null involution in A if and only if there is a basis 
( W, X, Y, Z} for A such that 
(i) ( W,X) is null and fixed by T, 
(ii) TY= W+Y, TZ=X+Z, B(X,Y)=B(W,Z)=l, and 
(iii) all other pairs of vectors from this basis are orthogonal. 
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Proof The construction of such a basis involves merely noting that if 7 
is a basic null involution in A, there is a basis 1 for A such that the action of T 
on A is described by the matrix 
I 0  1 0  1 0  1 0 1 i . 
The definition of a null involution requires that the 1st and 3rd vector of the 
basis be null, and the final basis is found by simply permuting and taking 
appropriate linear combinations of the vectors of J and utilizing (l)-(5) 
above. n 
The following theorem, although a preliminary result, is important in that 
the final results really come from relatively easy manipulations of this result. 
THEOREM 1. Let r E 0 (V). Then 72= 1 if and only if there is u 
decomposition of V into non-defectioe subspaces V = FI P,.l 
. . . PslA,_L. . LA, such that 
(i) T maps euch subs-pace into itself, 
(ii) TIP, is u symmetry for each i, 
(iii) 71~~ is a &sic null incolution, and 
(iv) T/F= 1. 
Proof. Supp :e 05 r2 = 1. We proceed by induction on dim V. The state- 
ment is certainly true if dim V= 0. Suppose the theorem is tnle for all spaces 
of dimension less than that of V. If T = 1, then V= F and we are done. If 
T# 1, then there must be vectors X, Y such that TX= X and 7Y = X + Y. If 
for any such pair Q(X)#O then by (2), B(X,Y)#O, so (X,Y)=P is 
non-defective. P* is also non-defective and dim P* = dim V- 2, so by induc- 
tion P* can be decomposed as required, and since V= PI P*, we are done. 
If Q(X) = 0 for all such pairs (X, Y), then we note that in a basis yielding a 
Jordan matrix for 7, there must be some vector Z such that B(X,Z)#O. 
X = Y + 7Y, so X E Im(T + 1). So by (3), Z is not fixed by T. Thus there is a W 
such that 7W= W and rZ= W+Z. It is easy to show that (W,X,Y,Z) is 
Artinian and T~(W,X,Y,Z) ‘. 15 a basic null involution. The rest follows by 
induction. n 
A decomposition as described above is called a decomposition of V by 7. 
The next result follows from the theory of orthogonal sums of isometries. 
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LEMMA 3. Zf V=Fl_P,-LP,I-.. l_Z’,IA,I..+ IA, is a CEecomposi- 
tion of V by the involution r, then r has a factorization of the form 
7 = r1r2rs’ . * rsu1a2’ . . ut, where ri is the symmetry of V with respect to 
Xi E Pi and ui is a basic null involution of V in Ai. 
In view of Lemma 3, Theorem A follows from this result: 
THEOREM 2. Let r E 0 (V) be an involution. Then there is a decomposi- 
tion of V by r in exactly one of the following forms: 
(a) V=F_LP,_LP,I... l_Ps, 
(b) V=FJ-A,IAsl... IA,. 
The type of decomposition occurring and the number S are determined by r. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We divide the proof of Theorem 2 into two main parts: 
I. If V=F_LP,I... IA,, then every decomposition of V by r consists 
of F and S A,‘s. 
II. If a decomposition of V by r is of the form FI P, . . * I Ps I A, IA,, 
then Ps I A 1 can be replaced by Pi _L Pi I Pj. 
In proving part I we separate off the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Zf 7 E O(V) is an involution and V = FI P, I 
. . . IPslA,I.. . IA, is a decomposition of V by r, then dimRadH, = 
2t+max{S-1,O). 
Proof. If S =O, then H, = FJ- N, I . . . IN, where each Ni is a two 
dimensional null subspace of Ai fixed by r. Rad H, = N, I . * * IN,, which 
has dimension 2t. If S # 0, then H, = PI (X,) I (X,) I . . * _L ( 
X,)1 N,I . . . I N,, where r IPi = 7% and N, is as above. Rad H, = 
N,I... IN,I(X,+X,,X,+X,,..., X, + X,), which has dimenison 2 t + S - 
1. n 
Proof of Part 1. Suppose FIA,I.. . -LA, and F’IA;I * * * 
J-A;IP,I... I Pt are two decompositions of V by r. Since dim F = dim F’ 
(dimFis an invariant of r), dimF*=dim(F’)*. Thus 4S=4t+21, so 1=2(S- 
t). If I > 0, from the first decomposition dim(RadH,) =2, and from the 
second dim(Rad Hr) = 2 t + I - 1. This yields I= 2( S - t) + 1, a contradiction. 
Hence I = 0, and thus S = t. W 
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Part II can be stated formally in the following way: Let dim V= 6, and 
T E 0 (V) be an involution such that PI A is a decomposition of V 13~ T. 
There is a decomposition of V by r of the form Pi i Pa I P3. 
Proof of Part II. Let (X,,X,,X,,X,) be a basis for A, as described in 
Lemma 2. Let P= (X5,X,), where 7X5 = X,, 7X6 = X, + X6. Let (Y = B (X,, X6) 
#O. Define PI = (aXI + X,, ax, + X,), Pz = (X, + X,, X, + X,). P, and Pz are 
non-defective planes, P, _L P2 and rj: Pi-Pi for i= 1,2. If we let P3= 
(P, I Pz)*> we have the required decomposition, since ~19~ is an involution, 
and hence a symmetry. H 
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